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POVZETEK - Predstavljen je teoretični model, ki opiše diagnostiko plazme 
z Langmuirjevo sondo v močnem magnetnem polju. Model upošteva geometrijo in 
obliko sonde, kar je bilo zanemarjeno v prejšnjih približnih obravnavah tega prob
lema. Čeprav sonda močno zmoti plazmo in lokalno spremeni plazemsko gostoto in 
potencial, iz določenih delov izmerjene I-V karakteristike sonde je možno določiti 
nemoteno gostoto plazme, no, elektronsko temperaturo, Te, ter neznani koeficient 
prečne difuzije glede na smer magnetnega polja, D\. 

A B S T R A C T - Theoretical model of plasma diagnostics with Langmuir probe 
in a strong magnetic field is presented. The model considers the geometry and the 
shape of the probe, which have been neglected in previous approximate studies of 
this problem. Although the plasma is strongly disturbed by the probe and plasma 
density and potential are locally changed, the unperturbed plasma density, no, the 
electron temperature, Te, and the unknown cross-field diffusion coefficient, De

lt can 
be determined from certain parts of the measured I-V characteristics of the probe. 

1 Introduction 

Electrical probes or Langmuir probes are often used in plasma diagnostics be
cause of their apparent simplicity (a solid object inserted into a plasma) and their 
easy constructing. They are also widely used in fusion devices for measuring edge 
plasma parameters. Langmuir probes measure electric currents which depend on 
their bias voltage with respect to the plasma potential. The details of the current-
voltage (I-V) characteristics can be related to the plasma parameters that are present 
in the absence of the probe (electron temperature, Te, unperturbed plasma density, 
no, plasma potential, Vp, and electron and ion beam energy). 

The central problem in plasma diagnostics with Langmuir probes in strong mag
netic fields is their interaction with the plasma. The disturbance or the collection 
length can extend considerable distances along B into the plasma (figure 1). The 
results of this effect are reduction of plasma density and charged particle currents 
to the probe at the sheath edge and non-exponential dependence of the collected 
electron current on the probe bias, so non-J3 theory of Langmuir probe diagnos
tics gives incorrect information about the unperturbed plasma density, no, and the 
electron temperature, Tt [4j. The diffusion model of electric current collection by 
a plane probe in a homogeneous magnetic field to be briefly presented considers 
the geometry of the probe, mutual dependence of the parallel and the cross-field 
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Figure 1: Electric current collection by a plane probe in a homogeneous magnetic 
field. Quasineutrality of the presheath (z G\z„ L}) is conserved by ambipolar current 
collection: I^out = /||,n + IXin-

charged particle transport into the collecting region of the probe and plasma den
sity variation in the collecting region depending on both particle transport and probe 
geometry. Applicability of the diffusion model itself is limited by the demand that 
charged particle velocity distributions should be Maxwellian or almost Maxwellian 
in the characteristic time and space scale of the macroscopic transport, hence strong 
electric fields or large electric currents in a plasma are excluded. 

2 Saturation current collection 

In the saturation case (profiles A and C in figure 2) analytic solution for plasma 
density profile in the presheath (z e]z»,L]) satisfying the boundary conditions: 
n{Fx,L) = n(Rx,z) = no, can be obtained by solving the steady-state diffusion 
equation: 

£>r 'Vi«(f i , 2 ) + Dtf-~n{rx,z) = 0, (1) 

where Dl'% and De£% are some unknown ambipolar diffusion coefficients in the case 
of net electron and net ion collection respectively. Complicated problem of plasma-
sheath transition can be avoided by solving the cross-field diffusion problem for 
plasma density at the sheath edge, n(fx,z,): 

De£,Vln(r1,zt) = S(rjL), (2) 

where the sheath parameters appear only in the postulated "sink" function, 5. 
They can be treated as known, that is measured or somehow calculated from other 
theories. The third equation comes from the assumption that the collisionless sheath 
may be treated as non-interaction ("free fair) region for charged particles, which 
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Figure 2: Axial potential and density variation at x = y = 0 along B in the collecting 
region of the probe. 

means that charged particle current at the sheath edge equals the collected electric 
current by the probe: 

/ rj '*(fx ,^)d2rj . = ue,< J n( f i ,» .JdVu (3) 

where ue = (fcaT</(2?rme)]
1/s for electron saturation and accordingly to Bohm cri

terion (2j: ttj = ctftBTt/mi)1?3, where a — a(Ti/Te) [l], for ion saturation and by 
assuming Einstein's relation between mobility and diffusion coefficients: 

if' = - ( i + r.i<)i> 
. idn 

(4) 

where rt — Ti/Tt and r,- = T../T,. The solution of equation (1) can be written as 
(for simplicity in notation indices "e,i" are omitted later on): 

(5) n(fl ,*) = nofl - £ A$*/(rL)sinh[ie(I/ - *)/Ax,j 

where K = (Dx/D^)1^2, and Ax> and R.j{?x) should be found from the equation: 

*i*y + *>/Aii=0, (6) 

with the boundary conditions: £ ;(.RX) = 0 and Vx£y(0) = 0. Characteristic 
lengths Ajj depending on the geometry of the probe determine the length scale of 
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Figure 3: Plasma density variation in the collecting region of a circular disc probe 
(p0/R = 1, zo/R = 5, A*JR2 = 0.2). 

the cross-field solutions R.j. Unknown coefficients A) and the collection length L' 
can be found from equations (2) and (3). By assuming: $(fj.) = n{fL, z„)\i/z„ 
saturation current collected by the probe can be written as: 

[ 00 

1 - Y, A'ipi «nh(«(I' - *.)/*xil = /(°)F*, (7) 

where J<0> = ±*n0uS, F,- - ( 1 / 5 ) / 5 Rj(fs.)d2rL, and F' < 1 is saturation current 
reduction factor. Calculations for a circular disc probe (figure 3), where Zj{p) -
MtojP/R) for p € [0,R], and a plane rectangular probe (5] show that F* = 
•P"(A i /AI )> where A^ = Dxz,/u, and approximate results of various one-dimensional 
fluid and k'inetic models can be obtained as limiting cases of this model. This model 
shows that quasi-independence of saturation ion current on the cross-field diffusion 
transport mechanism previously reported in many studies implies also a weak de
pendence on the probe geometry (F/ < 0.7), so a simple determination of n0 is 
possible from its measurement. After measuring n0 and Te> the unknown DL can be 
evaluated from saturation electron current measurement. In strong magnetic fields 
saturation electron current is almost proportional to D"x (5). 

3 General case of current collection 

In the general case of current collection (profile B in figure 2) electron density 
_. the region z š\z\,L\ can be written as in equation (5), but now A, = Aj(Vpf), 
L = L{VpT) and z, < zh{Vpr) < Xti, where Xei is electron-ion collision mean-free-path 
in 
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|3j. Ions face a repulsive potential in approaching the probe, hence [4j: 

n{?l>*h) = noexp(-eVh{rx)/kBTi). (8) 

Electrons at the top of the potential hill at z = zh face a repulsive potential K f c(fl)-

where ce - \SkBTt/{Kmt)\
ll2 and ^considering equation (3): 

j8Wi,*k)*Ti. - 7 / «xpl«(lV - V f c(f l )) /*Br -)n(FX t n)d ir l f (9) 

where ce = [8*Br,/(jrm,)jV». Final results for electron and ion current can be 
written as (6J: 

[ '«> otherwise . ' 

and 

*<V> = ( f/;(V)«^(-V/0, » V ^ f t (U) 
i"*^5(*pr)i otherwise 

where $p r » eKpP/fcflre, *fc = «Vh/kBT„ r = r,/Te, jj* = enQ[kBTi/{2nmi)]
t/2S 

and 
1 r . r ^2, l 1 + r 

^ ( V ) = J7g Js d2rx [l - J2 AiAfifx) sinh[*e,(£ - «fc)/AjL/lj (12) 

and 

* ( * > ) = 1 - £ >lyP,- s i n h M l " *fc)Aiil. (13) 

Total current collected by the probe is obtained by adding equations (10) and (11) 
taking regard of the sign of the charge. Study of Tt and Ti show that lim*,,T_*_oo tt — 
l / F / and lim«,,,-*-^ ?i — 1, so below the floating potential, Vj, at which zero net 
current is collected, it may be assumed that: 

I(Vpr < Vj) = I? + I* exp(«Vpr/fcflr.), (14) 

where if = -(l/4)enoc«S, which means that only in that region the simple expo
nential low for electron collection can be used in deriving T«. This has been already 
experimentally approved by some authors (3,7). Comparison with Stangeby's ap
proximate study (4), in which cross-field variation of the potential hill near the 
probe, V*, is not considered, shows that considering of final probe georoetry effects 
brings smaller deviation from the exponential electron current collection law than 
in Stangeby's study (6j. 

4 Conclusion 

Three impotrant parameters can be derived from I-V characteristics of Langmuir 
probe la strong magnetic fields (figure 4): 
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Figure 4: Measured I-V characteristics of one-sided thin circular disc probe in argon 
plasma in a homogeneous magnetic field (see text). 

• the electron temperature, Tt, can be determined by assuming the simple ex
ponential-law for electron collection for probe potentials below the floating 
potential; 

• the unperturbed plasma density, no, can be almost precisely measured if the 
assumption of quasi-independence of saturation ion current on the cross-field 
diffusion mechanism is valid; 

• the cross-field diffusion coefficient, D\, can be evaluated from saturation elec
tron current measurement after deriving T« and no. 
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